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The omputational manipulation of probability measures often requires the
treatment of interval values, not only due to numeri al errors, but also due to
more fundamental diÆ ulties: we may want to model impre ise beliefs; we may
have in omplete knowledge about probability values; we may be interested in
merging beliefs from groups of experts; and we may wish to verify the e e t of
perturbations in probabilisti models [2, 17℄. Su h diÆ ulties have often led to
the study of interval probability and related theories. The goal of this paper is
to present a brief overview of methods and results that an be relevant to the
validated manipulation of probabilisti models.
The most general representation for impre ision in probabilisti models seems
to be provided by the theory of sets of probabilities ( alled redal sets [13℄). In
this work we fo us on losed onvex redal sets; there are axiomati derivations of su h redal sets and other variants [12, 16, 17℄. Consider two examples.
First, onsider a binary variable X and the set of measures de ned by the interval P (X = x0 ) 2 [0:3; 0:4℄, where P (X = x0 ) is the probability of the event
fX = x0 g | here a single interval an de ne the entire redal set. Se ond,
onsider a variable Y that an take three values, fy0 ; y1 ; y2 g. A probability
distribution for Y is entirely de ned by a three-valued ve tor fp0 ; p1 ; p2 g su h
that pi  0 and i pi = 1. We an build a redal set by taking a distribution
p(Y ) and onsidering the set of all distributions r(Y ) su h that the di eren e
jR(A) P (A) j is always smaller than some positive  for any event A (where
R() is the measure indu ed by r(Y ) and P () is the measure indu ed by p(Y )).
This type of redal set is alled a total variation neighborhood in robust statisti s [10℄.
Given a redal set Q(X ), we an obtain upper expe tations for any bounded
fun tion: E [f (X )℄ = maxP 2Q EP [f (X )℄. Likewise, we an de ne lower expe -
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: E [f (X )℄ = minP 2Q EP [f (X )℄. Lower and upper expe tations de ne
expe tations intervals, and the theory of redal sets an be viewed as a theory
that manipulates expe tation intervals in a prin ipled manner. We assume disrete models in this paper, noting that an assessment of the form E [f (X )℄ =
is equivalent to a linear inequality X f (x)p(x)  .
Conditioning is generally taken to mean elementwise appli ation of Bayes
rule; the onditional redal set Q(X jY ) is obtained by applying Bayes rule to
ea h element of the joint redal set Q(X; Y ) [8, 13℄.
Consider rst the omputation of upper expe tations E [f (X )℄ with respe t
to redal sets spe i ed by linear onstraints. We obtain a linear program with
analysis going ba k to the work of Boole and with extensions based on olumngenerated methods, as reviewed by Hansen et al [9℄.
A more interesting hallenge is the omputation of upper posterior expe tations E [f (X )jY ℄. Still assuming linear onstraints, we now have a linear
fra tional optimization problem [15℄. The most eÆ ient method to deal with
these problems seems to be the Charnes{Cooper transformation, whi h redu es
the fra tional problem to a linear program [11, 14℄. Other methods, su h as
Walley's iterative s heme and the Dinkelba h-Jagannatham algorithm (known
in statisti s as Lavine's method) an be of value in spe i
ases [6℄.
An important situation in pra ti e is the omputation of E [f (X )jY ℄ with respe t to a redal set Q(X ) and a olle tion of \likelihood" redal sets Q(Y jX = x),
for all values of X . Surprisingly, we an still redu e this problem to a linear program with some mild assumptions on the sets Q(Y jX = x), using an algorithm
presented in [6℄.
We now onsider the impa t of independen e relations. The rst diÆ ulty
is that there are several de nitions of independen e for redal sets [5℄.
One possible de nition (epistemi independen e) states that variables X and
Y are independent when E [f (X )jY ℄ = E [f (X )℄ and E [g (Y )jX ℄ = E [g (Y )℄ for
any bounded fun tions f (X ) and g (Y ). Algorithms for inferen e in multivariate models based on epistemi independen e are presented in [7℄, but their
omputational omplexity seems to be quite high. A simple Markov hain as
W ! X ! Y ! Z , where all variables are binary, all probabilities are de ned
by intervals, and ea h variable is epistemi ally independent of all as endants
given the dire t as endant, de nes a redal set Q(W; X; Y; Z ) with more than 6
million extreme points!
A se ond possible de nition for independen e (strong independen e) requires
that any extreme point of Q(X; Y ) satis es p(X jY ) = p(X ) and p(Y jX ) = p(Y ).
Computation of upper posterior expe tations is now a multilinear program with
many possible lo al maxima. There has been great e ort to solve su h programs when multivariate models are represented by dire ted graphs (following the su essful theory of Bayesian networks). Exhaustive algorithms have
been implemented; the JavaBayes system, freely distributed by the rst author
at http://www. s. mu.edu/~javabayes, o ers some support for strong independen e. Simulated annealing and geneti sear h have also been tested [3, 4℄. Although the optimization problem is a reverse geometri program [1℄, geometri
duality annot be easily used here, be ause the number of dual variables is potations
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tentially huge. The most promising approa h seems to be bran h-and-bound algorithms, oupled with redundan y-elimination omputations. Be ause graphi al stru tures an be used to generate bounds on probabilities, it is possible
to gradually \ ut" the sizes of redal sets when looking for a global maximum.
At the same time, onvex hull algorithms an be used to eliminate redundant
verti es from redal sets.
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